Mission Statement
We will shape the transformation of the Nation's healthcare system with pragmatic thought leadership, innovation, data and science-based solutions, and respect for the people served by our Federal Healthcare and Social Service Clients.

Noblis develops strategy for our customers to embrace innovation, adapt to a changing IT environment, and empower staff to drive engagement, harness new technology, improve efficiency, and meet shifting expectations. Noblis provides rapid, on-demand support in implementing immediate legislation activities and mission-critical healthcare projects.

We provide a wide variety of support and subject matter expertise in areas such as:

- Advanced Analytics (ML/AI/NLP)
- Visualization
- Agile Excellence
- Analysis/Design Support
- Briefings
- Business Process Mgmt Analysis
- Cloud Data, Platforms, & Security
- Consultation/Guidance
- Development/Maintenance Support
- Engagement Agreement Requirements
- Enterprise Security and Encryption
- Human Centered Design
- Meeting Support
- OKRs
- Program Assessments
- Program Management
- Risk Management
- Solutions Engineering & Architecture Delivery
- Studies & Research
- Training

Major Healthcare Programs/Initiatives

End User Improvement
Enterprise Data Encryption
Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS)
Acquisition Playbook
Cloud
COVID-19 Response

Noblis HHS Impact at a Glance

Noblis brings cutting-edge capabilities across HHS... with a strong focus on bringing Technological Innovations to real-life HHS challenges...

...centered around organizational change, process improvement, transformational initiatives, and driving workforce engagement...

...160 capabilities across 9 Centers of Excellence with over 900 SMEs providing our clients the full scope of emerging technologies.....

...constantly advancing our leading functional expertise...

- Cyber Security
- Robotic Process Automation
- Agile Transformation
- Data Visualization
- Digital Engineering
- Program & Enterprise Mgmt

...to bring high impact solutions to both emerging needs and legacy systems, that are proven to deliver lasting value...

noblis.org
Noblis and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)

Noblis is the long-standing Program and Project Management Support (PPMS) contractor at CMS. With each renewed engagement, our teams have achieved a deeper and even more comprehensive understanding of CMS business processes, program stakeholders, systems, and data. Noblis has worked side-by-side with CMS to successfully challenge the status quo and drive innovation in a rapidly changing technology and business environment. Noblis' work has helped CMS to operate with greater efficiency, improved interoperability, increased flexibility, and the agility to achieve innovation-led advances in performance and business value.

NSR to Seedling to Client Satisfaction – Benefits of Noblis Non-Profit Investments

Noblis Sponsored Research (NSR) fuels Next Generation solutions to our clients’ most critical challenges. Our yearly investment in this program, along with our ethical practices, is part of what makes us a unique nonprofit organization. The NSR program generates impactful, sustainable solutions - such as our cutting-edge work with Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning at CMS.

---

**NSR**
- Select and launch Noblis Sponsored Research programs aligned to client requirements

**Seedling**
- Seedling project – for prototype development and refinement
- Short term proof of concept and client validation

**Long Term Client Satisfaction**
- Research is modified to fit client needs for a longer-term engagement
- Robust client engagement for feedback loop

Opportunities to develop additional research programs based on client needs

---

**NAICS Codes**
- 541611
- 541990
- 541330
- 541711
- 541618
- 541690
- 541380
- 541712

**Contact Information**

**Sean Rutherford**  
Director, Healthcare  
571.455.3991  
Sean.Rutherford@noblis.org

**Michael Torppey, CISSP, PMP**  
Program Manager  
410.281.3028  
Michael.Torppey@noblis.org

---

Contact Us  
answers@noblis.org  
noblis.org/contact  
703.610.2000  

LinkedIn  
Facebook  
Twitter  
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Instagram